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Best Business Central partner transition story
KUMA365: From a heavy tanker to an agile, fast solution provider that meets changing customer
requirements today
For 25 years, the ERP specialists at KUMAVISION have been realizing and implementing
industryspecific software solutions for medium-sized businesses as well as for international
corporations in industry, trade and services. In this transition story, we show how our new business
unit KUMA365 has enabled us to make the transition from classic ERP project business with a high
proportion of individual developments to a flexible SaaS provider with standardized Business
Central solutions for various industries.
With KUMA365, we have proven that Business Central is also suitable for smaller companies for
whom ERP software was previously too expensive, too complex, and too demanding to operate. To
this end, we have developed ERP industry solutions for project service providers, the manufacturing
industry, and the retail trade by adding industry-specific functions, workflows, and templates to
Business Central and bundling them with Office 365.
At the same time, we’ve developed and tested models and methods to prepare the transition of the
entire KUMAVISION company from Dynamics NAV and CRM to the Azure-based Dynamics 365
platform.

The new business unit has been launched with great success. After less than 24 months,
KUMA365 has already recorded 58 new customers who entrust us with the operation of their
ERP software, a strong growing number of new Office 365-users and more than €1.7M in
recurring revenues per annum.

All our customers have company-specific and, above all, industry-specific requirements. We have
therefore decided to transfer our concept with ERP industry solutions to Business Central. We
offer tailor-made industry solutions for various industries such as manufacturing, wholesale and
retail, project service providers, electronics and medical technology:








Business Central as a basis
Numerous best practice processes for the industry
Workflows, settings and templates tailored precisely to the respective requirements
Reports and evaluations with industry-specific key figures
Office 365, Teams and Power BI (optional)
Consulting and process optimization
Documentation and tutorials/training

The concept of industry software/vertical solutions has numerous advantages:
1. work quickly and productively - everything already included in the scope of delivery
2. more efficiency and transparency through industry-proven best practice processes
3. no extensive adjustments necessary, uncomplicated updates
4. easy extension by extensions, apps and applications of the Dynamics 365 platform
Of course, we also sell Business Central without additional sector expansions, for example for
companies that initially want to start with financial accounting. These customers retain the option
of switching to an industry solution at any time.
But why a new business unit at all? Why not just have the existing unit also adopt Business Central
SaaS? We quickly realized that the transition from Dynamics NAV to Business Central meant much

more to us than just switching to a technology. We see a lot of fundamental change for business
software vendors. We all have to shift if we are to meet the needs of our customers:












One platform: Dynamics 365 instead of individual products: NAV, CRM, 3rd party
Ready-made lean, modular solutions instead of complex ERP projects
Best-practice processes instead of individual development
Work productively fast instead of long project lead times
No data silos thanks to Dynamics 365 instead of complex interfaces to third-party solutions
Provisioning from the cloud instead of personnel-intensive operation on premises
Automatic Updates instead of expensive update projects
Growing selection of apps in the AppSource instead of difficult function extension
Recurring income ("rent") instead of one-off income ("purchase")
Agile methods instead of classical, rigid methods
One solution for all company sizes (small companies, medium-sized businesses, large
companies, corporate groups)

We deliberately founded KUMA365 as an independent business unit, as a start-up within the
company, so to speak. The KUMA365 team had the task of testing, implementing, and evaluating
the transition to the cloud, Business Central, and Dynamics 365 in general:









No rigid hierarchies, but room for innovative ideas and lateral thinkers
Independent team that is not involved in the day-to-day business
Development of new solutions based on Business Central, Dynamics 365 and Azure
Consolidation of the previously separate corporate divisions ERP, CRM and Business
Intelligence
Testing new business models ("rent instead of purchase")
Iterative development of new offers, plenty of room for trial and error
Introduction of agile methods
New ways in Sales and Marketing (online first)

Since Business Central functions fundamentally differentiate from our classical day-to-day
business, we have set up an independent team within our company. In short: We wanted to cut
off old customs.
We have removed the separation between the departments and created an agile, powerful team.
Everyone works hand in hand and learns from each other. We use agile methods and have
developed a new mindset that serves as a blueprint for the entire company.
The team includes members from all areas: development, deployment, marketing, sales,
consulting, and support. The team works independently and can thus break new ground in all
areas: From development to sales to support.
We have also broken new ground for ourselves in sales and distribution and have exclusively relied
on digital channels. The focus is on the following measures:








Own website www.kuma365.com with chat, videos and downloads
Social selling via the business platforms LinkedIn and XING
Search engine advertising via Google and Bing as well as targeted cooperation with online
portals
for retargeting
Implementation of content marketing campaigns with the marketing automation solution
Dynamics 365 for Marketing as one of the very first companies in Germany
Sales Insight: We organized and promoted a webinar presenting the first vertical solution
on Business Central. Over 70 companies took part in this online launch, including numerous
valuable leads that we would not have achieved with conventional measures.

We have a clear roadmap for the transition to Dynamics 365. By taking a step-by-step approach,
we ensure that we fully meet the requirements of our customers and markets and that we are
able to master the new Dynamics 365 technology safely and profitably.
2017: Hello Cloud, here we go!


Structure and build KUMA365 team








Analysis and research of market opportunities
Evaluation of the potential for ERP industry software for smaller companies
Playground for developers
Design and deployment of the first cloud solutions
Test of different operator models
Conception and testing of new business models

2018: World's first industry solution on Business Central









Focus on technology (Business Central)
Evaluation of the possibilities of the Dynamics 365 platform
Close collaboration with Microsoft
Presentation of KUMAVISION project365 in autumn 2018 (the world's first industry
software on
Business Central)
Expansion of the portfolio: in addition to ERP, Office 365, Power BI and Services are the
main areas
of expansion
Expansion of sales activities (focus on digital distribution channels)

2019: Go-to-market with focus on micro-industries








Rollout of further ERP industry solutions based on Business Central
Acquisition of further Business Central-customers
Release of first KUMAVISION apps in Microsoft AppSource
Expansion of the KUMA365 team
Intensification of sales and marketing (content marketing, marketing automation, social
media,
social selling)
First prototypes for KI and IoT integration in Business Central presented at customer event

2020: Expansion of Azure integration







Integration of Azure services such as IoT, AI (image, text and speech recognition) and more
gradually into industry solutions
Focus on Dynamics 365 platform
Modular solutions for various industries with ERP (Business Central), CRM (Dynamics 365
Costumer Engagement), Business Intelligence (Power BI), mobile apps (PowerApps) etc.
Further growth

Outcome:
KUMA365 has far exceeded our expectations and targets. The last two years (2017-2019) have
shown that Dynamics 365 Business Central has enormous potential for us as a Microsoft partner:
58 new customers in the cloud who entrust us with their operational ERP system

45 new Azure activations
a strong growing number of new Office 365 users
43 new customers with complementary service contracts
over 1.7 M € recurring annual revenues already after less than two years
Equally important is the change in our corporate culture. We have become more flexible and agile
and can serve our customers’ needs faster and more purposefully.
Much more important to us than the positive business figures achieved in the short term is the
realization that with Business Central we are in a position to open up new markets and grow
sustainably through new customers - in all sizes of companies.







We have successfully demonstrated that the ERP software Dynamics 365 Business Central
is alsosuitable for smaller companies, start-ups and local branches of international
corporations. In addition, medium-sized and large companies are also opting for Business
Central
We have successfully proven that we can provide Business Central in a short time and
under economically attractive conditions.
We have seen that our focus on micro-verticals has been met with a very positive response
from customers and will continue to expand ERP industry solutions.
We have thus opened new markets and expanded our target groups.
We have learned that the transition to Business Central is not only a technology change,
but also a transformation process for the entire enterprise. This transition is both a
challenge and an opportunity!

We have seen a very high demand for Business Central in combination with other solutions for
productivity, connectivity, analytics and communication. With offerings such as Office 365, Power
BI and Teams, Microsoft is the only technology provider in the world to deliver all business
applications on one platform.
We have therefore further expanded our portfolio. A central component of the transformation
was the overcoming of divisional boundaries in our company. In order to sell solutions that can be

individually assembled from the elements of the Dynamics 365 platform (best-of-breed), seamless
interaction between all employees and departments (development, consulting, project
management and support) is indispensable.
Microsoft Azure: 1025% growth!
While the decision for the cloud was an exception among our new customers in the beginning, it
has now become the rule. The number of Azure activations has increased tenfold in less than two
years.
Azure is used in a variety of ways: In addition to productively deployed business central solutions,
Azure is often used for specification environments as well as test and migration systems.
Customers particularly appreciate Azure's flexibility in easily scaling the provided environment and
adapting it to new requirements.
Services: Customers quadrupled in just one year ERP software has had a significant impact on
KUMAVISION's business so far. So far, KUMAVISION's business has been a project business. In the
course of introducing cloud solutions with KUMA365, we have set a new focus here and expanded
our portfolio. The goal was to generate parallel recurring revenues through services in addition to
one-off revenues from projects. The strategy is paying off, with the number of service customers
quadrupling in the last twelve months.
Microsoft Office 365: Strong growing number of new users
The demand for Microsoft Office 365 is unexpectedly high. Almost all new customers attach
importance to purchasing ERP and Office from a single source. In the past, as specialists in ERP, we
only had office packages in our portfolio on special request. With Business Central, a change has
also taken place in our company. We have set up a core team for Office 365 and are actively
marketing the solution - with great success. The addition of Office 365, like Business Central,
ensures monthly recurring revenues and strengthens customer loyalty.
Apps: A lot of potential, (still) little revenue
In the course of the transition to Business Central, we broke completely new ground with Apps.
Here, too, a fundamental rethink was necessary: moving away from complex ERP solutions to lean
apps. Both developers and an AppSource manager have incorporated comprehensive know-how
in Apps in recent months. KUMAVISION is already represented in Microsoft AppSource with
several apps. Due to the low number of Business Central installations, demand is still low. For us as
a company, however, it is clear that we must continue to expand our presence on AppSource.
Power Platform: Great demand for training and advice
There is also strong demand for Power Platform applications (Power BI, PowerApps, Flow). Since
the applications are at least free in the basic version, no figures are available. However, our
consultants are experiencing a great demand for training and consulting. Our finance team has
expanded its knowhow in Power BI and now offers templates for different industries for business
analytics with Power BI. This provides companies with ready-made reports with the most
important key figures for their industry, which they can easily adapt and extend.
With the KUMA365 business unit and a consistent expansion of our offerings, we have laid the

foundations for a successful transition from Dynamics NAV to Business Central. Not only at the
technological level, but also in terms of our strategic and organizational positioning. KUMA365's
experience over the past two years has shown that the transformation of KUMAVISION has been
extremely successful. We see Dynamics 365 as the ideal solution for the future, both from an
economic and a strategic point of view.

